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Abstract— Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) conversion is the task of generating the pronunciation on
a given word in the form of written text. This plays an important role in the field of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and speech synthesis. There are lack of Grapheme-to-IPA phoneme dictionaries
for low-resourced languages, especially, Burmese (Myanmar language). In this paper, we introduced
the Grapheme-to-IPA phoneme pairs for Burmese these are manually prepared and based on myG2P
dictionary (version 1.1). The conversion models are also developed by applying five methods and they
are Ripple Down Rules (RDR), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Conditional Random Field (CRF),
Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation (PBSMT) and Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory
(Bi-LSTM), one type of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Moreover, we evaluated the proposed
conversion models based on the accuracy, F1-score and phoneme error rate (PER).

Index Terms—Grapheme-to-IPA phoneme conversion, Burmese (Myanmar), RDR, HMM, CRF,
PBSMT, Bi-LSTM (RNN).

I. Introduction

THE process of grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conver-
sion process is critical in ASR and Text-to-Speech

(TTS) research fields. Generating the pronunication of
a word is the middle-layer between the acoustic and
language models and the quality of pronunciations will
reflect the performance of ASR and TTS systems. Con-
verting to the phonetic symbol just by looking at the
grapheme is practically difficult. This is because the actual
pronunciations may differ based on the adjacent contexts
in some cases. To get the correct pronunciation of spoken
words or words in the written text, we need to have the
grapheme-to-phoneme dictionary. This type of dictionary
can solve the encountered problems and make sure to
get the good performance in ASR and TTS systems.
However, such dictionaries are extremely rare for low-
resourced languages, especially for Burmese (Myanmar
language). Motivated by this, we developed “Grapheme-
to-IPA” (G2IPA) dictionary for Burmese as one main con-
tribution and did experiments by applying RDR, HMM,
CRF, PBSMT, and Bi-LSTM (RNN) approaches, respec-
tively. We used three metrics such as accuracy, F1, and
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phoneme error rate (PER) to measure the experimental
results and made the error analysis in detail. We expect
the proposed G2IPA dictionary and those studies would
be the applicable investigations in ASR and TTS systems
for Burmese.

We describe the previous works of G2P conversion sys-
tems in the next section. Section III introduces the nature
of Myanmar language and section IV describes about the
process of G2IPA conversion, our main contribution, for
Burmese. In section V, the IPA phoneme symbols corpus
building is presented. Then, we describe the experimental
methodologies used in G2IPA conversion experiments in
section VI. The experimental settings are presented in
section VII. The experimental results are reported with
discussions in section VIII. In section IX, we analyze some
of the errors encountered on the converted outputs. The
final section describes the conclusion and future work.

II. Related Work
The previous works of some G2P conversion systems

(including Burmese) are presented in this section.
Ei Phyu Phyu Soe [1] proposed the first dictionary-

based approach for Myanmar G2P conversion. In this
system, only Myanmar syllables were analyzed although
the dictionary consists of Pali or subscript consonants.
There were some out of vocabulary (OOV) errors due to
the dictionary-based approach.

Ye Kyaw Thu et al. [2] investigated the first G2P
mappings for Burmese. In this paper, four simple pronun-
ciation patterns were proposed that can be used as basis
features. These patterns were used in the baseline CRF
approach for G2P conversion. The experiments are done
based on the two levels: word and phoneme. The results
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showed that the accuracies of both levels were increased
by adding these new patterns to the baseline CRF model.

Ye Kyaw Thu et al. [3] investigated Myanmar G2P
conversion system using phrase-based statistical machine
translation (PBSMT) approach. We found that PBSMT
achieved the higher performance than CRF and can pre-
dict the new pronunciations on the new compound words.
This approach can also deal with the influence of surround-
ing words on the pronunciation of a word.

Ye Kyaw Thu et al. [4] analyzed the performance of
seven G2P conversion approaches such as Adaptive Reg-
ularization of Weight Vectors (AROW) based structured
learning (S-AROW), CRF, Joint-sequence model (JSM),
PBSMT, RNN, Support Vector Machine (SVM) based
point-wise classification, Weighted Finite State Trans-
ducer (WFST) based on manually tagged Myanmar dic-
tionary. The outputs are measured by using automatic
evaluation of PER and made manual checking. The ex-
perimental results showed that CRF, PBSMT and WFST
approaches can improve the performance of G2P conver-
sion systems for Burmese.

Kanishka et al. [5] proposed the unidirectional LSTM
(ULSTM) with different kinds of output delays and deep
bidirectional LSTM (DBLSTM) with a connectionist tem-
poral classification (CTC) layer. The experimental results
showed that the DBLSTM-CTC model achieved word
error rate (WER) of 25.8% on the public CMU dataset for
United State (US) English. And, combining the DBLSTM-
CTC model with a joint n-gram model gained in WER of
21.3%, which is a 9% relative improvement, compared to
the previous best WER of 23.4% from a hybrid system.

Based on the knowledge of the previous works, the
experiments are carried out to study the performance of
G2IPA and “IPA-to-Grapheme” (IPA2G) conversions for
Burmese in this paper.

III. Nature of Burmese (Myanmar Language)
Burmese is a tonal language and a member of the

Lolo-Burmese branch of the Sino-Tibetan family. Burmese
script supported Brahmi script which developed in India
from about 500 B.C. to over 300 A.D. It’s spoken mainly
in Myanmar (Burma), because it is the official language.
In 2007, there have been about 33 million the Bama (Bur-
man) people who used Burmese as a primary language.
There are also another 10 million, particularly ethnic mi-
norities in Myanmar and neighboring countries, who speak
it as a second language. The Burmese consists of 12 vowels,
33 consonants, and 4 medials which are used as basic
alphabets [6]. The Burmese is also syllable-based. It uses
SOV (Subject-Object-Verb) typology and a Myanmar text
has to be written in order from left to right. It does not
have explicit word boundary markup (regular inter-word
spacing) between words, although modern writing usually
contains spaces after each clause to enhance readability.
Phrases are separated by using space, rather than words.

We need to know the nature of Burmese before the
process of G2IPA phoneme conversion. The following sub-
sections introduced the basic components of Burmese

(Myanmar language) such as consonants, vowels, and
types of tone.

A. Consonants
There are 33 basic letters to indicate the initial conso-

nant of a syllable and four diacritics to show the additional
consonants in the onset. These are known as “Byee” in
Burmese. Consonants are used as the base characters of
Myanmar words, and they are similar in pronunciation
to other Southeast Asian scripts such as Thai, Lao and
Khmer. Medials are known as “Byee Twe” in Burmese.
There are 4 basic medials and 6 combined medials in the
Burmese script [8].

B. Vowels
There are 12 basic vowels such as 8 monophthongs and

4 diphthongs in Burmese script. Table I shows Myanmar
monophthongs and diphthongs which are classified consis-
tent with tongue heights and positions. These 12 vowels
are presented by diacritics, which are placed above, below,
before or after the consonant character [9].

TABLE I: Myanmar Vowels
Tongue Monophthongs Diphthongs
Height Front Back Front Back

offglide offglide
Close i u

Close-mid e o ei ou
Mid ə

Open-mid E O

Open a ai au

C. Tones
Burmese is a tonal language, which suggests phonemic

differences are made on the basic of the tone of a vowel. A
normal syllable structure consists of an initial consonant
which is followed by a vowel with an associated tone. This
indicates all syllables in Myanmar have prosodic features.
Different tone makes different meanings for syllables with
the identical structure of phonemes. In the Myanmar
writing system, a tone is indicated by a diacritic mark.
There are four tones in Burmese namely low, high, creaky
and stopped (checked) [10]. Table II shows the phonemic
transcriptions for making tones, using “က” /ka/ syllable
as the base example.

TABLE II: Example of Four Myanmar Tones
Tone Myanmar IPA Description
Name Word Symbol in English

Creaky က ka
˜

Dance
Low က kà Protect

High က ká Car
Stopped(Checked) ကပ kaP Stick
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IV. Grapheme to IPA Phoneme Conversion for
Burmese

This section illustrates our main contribution, the de-
velopment of myG2P (version 2.0) dictionary, with some
points to consider and examples. This development process
uses the syllable onset, syllable rhymes, and phonetic tran-
scriptions in [11] as the basic for IPA phonemic tagging to
G2P pairs in myG2P (version 1.1). This phonetic dictio-
nary of myG2P (version 1.1) was based on the Myanmar
Language Commission (MLC) dictionary [12]. In myG2P
(version 1.1), these original MLC dictionary was extended
with additional phonetic symbols for foreign words to get
the closet and accurate pronunciation symbols [2].

Myanmar 33 consonants are represented by 23
phonemes since some consonantal letters represents an
equivalent phoneme, for instance, the consonants /ဂ/ and
/ဃ/ represent the same phoneme/ga

˜
/, the consonant /ဒ/

and /ဓ/ represent the same phoneme /da
˜
/. Table III and

IV provide the alphabet, the syllable onset in IPA and the
way the alphabet is referred to in Burmese. These may be
either a descriptive name or just the sound of the alphabet
which are arranged in the traditional order [7]. The IPA
symbols for Myanmar consonants are classified based on
the place of articulation and the manner of articulation.
The pronunciation of vowel graphemes may vary in open
and closed syllables. Table V shows 7 independent vowels
that are commonly used for Pali or Sanskrit words [11].

Burmese has only one prescript vowel-sign “ေ” (pre-
sented in IPA by /è/) that appears to the left of the base
consonant letter, for example, “ ဖ ဖ” /phèphè/ (‘father’
in English). The standalone vowel sounds are generally
presented using vowel-signs applied to “အ”, for example,
“အတ” /PeIP/ (‘bag’ in English). In this example, “အ” is
described by only one IPA symbol /P/ instead of the orig-
inal symbol /P@/. As the next standalone vowel example,
“အတန ” (‘class’ in English) is pronunced by /P@táð/. Its
standard IPA symbol /P@/ can only be used because “အ”
is not combined with other vowel signs.

The relationship between the word and its pronuncia-
tion is not simple and this can be ambiguous depending
on the neighbouring contexts, Part-Of-Speech (POS), and
so on. Some Myanmar syllables can be pronunced as their
written forms without pronunication changes, for example,
three-syllable word “ကယတငရင” (‘savior’ in English) is
pronunced as the standard pronunciation of each syllable
(/kÈ + t̀Ið + S̀Ið ==> kÈt̀IðS̀Ið/). However, POS plays
an important role in pronunciation; consider the following
Myanmar word “စ ရ ” can be pronunced in two ways:
/sàjé/ when used as verb (“write” in English) and /s@jé/
when used as noun (“clerk” in English). There is one
point we should consider in pronunciation, known as the
vocalic weakening process, that can affect the first syllables
of certain words (mostly nouns and adverbs), for exam-
ple, “ကလ ထင” is pronounced as /k@l@thàIð/ (‘chair’ in
English), not /ku

˜
láthàIð/ and “ဘရ ” is pronounced as

/ph@já/ (‘pagoda’ in English), not /bu
˜

já/.
Some Myanmar words with different meanings can have

the same pronunciations, for example, both “ ကတ ”
(“promise” in English) and “ ဂတ ” (“next existence”
in English) can be pronunced as /g@di

˜
/. Local dialect

can affect the pronunciations of some syllables such as
Myanmar word “ ခ ရည ” (“lava” in English) can have
both /tChÒjè/ and /tChÒj̀i / pronunciations, “ ခ စ ”
(“sweat” in English) can be pronunced as /tChwézé/ and
/tChwéźi/.

There is one point to consider in some exceptional cases:
some Myanmar syllables with Kinzi have to be pronunced
by adding high tone “ း ” (“visarga”) symbol such as
/ǵIðgà/ for “ဂဂ ” (the name of river), /T́IðbÓ/ for “သ ဘ
” (“ship” in English) and so on. Most of the pronunciation
changes can occur from unvoiced to voiced, for example,
the change from: /pi

˜
tóUð/ to /b@dóUð/ for “ ပတန ”

(“bumblebee” in English), /ta
˜
páUð/ to /d@báUð/ for “

တ ပင ” (the first month of Myanmar calendar). Burmese
vowel-signs are all combining characters and examples of
IPA labels for “Ka” consonant with vowel combinations
are shown in Table VI.

V. Corpus Building for IPA Phoneme Symbols
We built the G2IPA phonetic dictionary, used for train-

ing the G2IPA phoneme conversion models, based on
myG2P (version 1.1) [2] in the way of adding IPA symbols.
This myG2P dictionary (version 1.1) based on the MLC
dictionary and was used for VoiceTra (Multilingual Speech
Translation Application) Myanmar language project of
NICT, Japan (during 2014-2015). In myG2P (version
1.1), Burmese (Myanmar) words of MLC dictionary are
segmented into syllable units by using Regular Expres-
sion based Myanmar Syllable Segmentation Tool named
“sylbreak” [13]. The phonemic mappings for foreign words
are also extended and some of the phoneme mappings are
modified to ensure the consistency of phonemic order.

We modified this myG2P (version 1.1) by mapping its
syllable Burmese (Myanmar) words and their phonetics to
the proposed IPA symbols based on the syllable onset in
Table (III, IV, V, and VI), syllable rhymes, and phonetic
transcriptions in [11] as the references. There are 2,353
unique syllables, 1,928 unique IPA symbols and a total of
24,803 G2IPA pairs in our current myG2P (version 2.0).
These pairs were prepared and checked many times man-
ually by two Ph.D. candidates and two master candidates
who are from the department of Computer Engineering
and Information Technology, Yangon Technological Uni-
versity, Myanmar. Some example pairs are presented in
Table (VII) as follows.

VI. Methodology
In this section, we describe the methodologies that are

applied in the IPA tagging process of Burmese words in
myG2P (version 2.0) dictionary.

A. Ripple down rules (RDR)
RDR is an incremental construction method and pro-

vides a structure for rule-based classifiers [14]. it is orga-
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TABLE III: IPA Symbols for Group Consonants
Group Unaspirated Aspirated Voiced Nasal
Name (သထလ) (ဓနတ) (လဟ) (နဂဟတ)
Velars က /k/ ခ /kh/ ဂ /g/ ဃ /gh/ င /N/
(ကဇ) ကက ခ ခ ဂငယ ဃက င
ကဝဂ [ka

˜
dýí] [kha

˜
gwé] [ga

˜
NÈ] [ga

˜
dýí] [Na

˜
]

Palatals စ /s/ ဆ /sh/ ဇ /z/ ဈ /zh/ ဉ/ည /ñ/
(တ လဇ) စလ ဆလမ ဇက ဈမ ဆ ညက လ
စဝ [sa

˜
lóUð] [sha

˜
lèIð] [za

˜
gwÉ] [za

˜
mj̀Ið zwÉ] ညက [ña

˜
dý́i]

Alveolars ဋ /t/ ဌ /th/ ဍ /d/ ဎ /dh/ ဏ /n /
(မဒဇ) ဋသနလင ခတ ဌဝမ ဘ ဍရင က က ဎ ရမတ ဏက
ဋဝဂ [ta

˜
t@ĺIð dýeIP] [tha

˜
wÚð bÉ] [da

˜
j̀Ið gaUP] [da

˜
jè m

˚
oUP] [na

˜
dý́i]

Dentals တ /t/ ထ /th/ ဒ /d/ ဓ /dh/ န /n /
(ဒဇ) တဝမ ပ ထဆငထ ဒ ထ ဓ အ ကခက နငယ
တဝဂ [ta

˜
wÚð bù] [tha

˜
sh Ìð dú] [da

˜
dwé] [da

˜
PaUP tChaIP] [na

˜
NÈ]

Labials ပ /p/ ဖ /ph/ ဗ /b/ ဘ /bh/ မ /m /
(ဩဌဇ) ပ စ က ဖဦ ထပ ဗထကခက ဘကန မ
ပဝဂ [pa

˜
zaUP] [pha

˜
PóUP thoUP] [ba

˜
lEP tChaIP] [ba

˜
góUð] [ma

˜
]

TABLE IV: IPA Symbols for Miscellaneous Consonants
Group Unaspirated Aspirated Voiced Nasal
Name (သထလ) (ဓနတ) (လဟ) (နဂဟတ)

ယ /j/ ရ /j/ လ /l/ ဝ /w/ သ /T/
ယပကလက ရ က က လငယ ဝ သ

Without [ja
˜

pEP lEP] [ja
˜

gaUP] [la
˜

NÈ] [wa
˜
] [Ta

˜
]

group ဟ /h/ ဠ /l/ အ /P/
(အဝဂ) ဟ ဠက အ

[ha
˜
] [la

˜
dý́i] [P@]

TABLE V: IPA Symbols for Independent Vowels
Unaspirated Aspirated Voiced
(သထလ) (ဓနတ) (လဟ)

ဣ /Pi
˜
/ ဤ /P̀i/ ဥ /Pu

˜
/ ဦ /Pù/

ဧ /Pè/ ဩ /PÓ/ ဪ /PÒ/

TABLE VI: Some IPA labels for vowel combination with a consonant “Ka”
Grapheme IPA Grapheme IPA Grapheme IPA Grapheme IPA

က [ka
˜

],[k@] က [kú] ကမ [kéIð] က က [kaUP]

က [kà] က [kàð] ကက [kaIP] က င [kàUð]

က [ká] ကတ [koUP] ကင [kàIð] က င [ka
˜

Uð]

ကက [kEP] ကပ [kaP] ကင [ka
˜

Ið] က င [káUð]

ကင [k̀Ið] ကမ [kàð] ကင [káIð] က [kO
˜

]

ကင [kI
˜
ð] ကမ [ka

˜
ð] က [ko

˜
] က [kÒ]

ကင [ḱIð] ကမ [káð] ကန [kU
˜

ð] က [kò]

ကစ [kIP] ကယ [kÈ] ကန [kÚð] က [kó]

ကတ [kaP] ကမ [kèIð] ကန [kÙð] ကပ [keIP]

က [kÉ] ကမ [kÙð] က [kóUð] ကတ [keIP]

က [kE
˜

] က [ké] ကမ [kòUð] ကပ [kUP]

က [ku
˜

] က [kè] ကမ [ko
˜

Uð] ကတ [kUP]

က [kù] က [ke
˜

] ကမ [kóUð] က [kÓ]

nized as trees and automatically restructures transforma-
tion rules within the sort of one Classification Ripple Down
Rules (SCRDR) tree [15] [16]. A case (data to be classified)
enters the basis node and ripples down a specific path
to receive its classification [14]. Therefore, a SCRDR are
often written as if X then Y where X is named condition
and Y is mentioned because the conclusion [17].

For example, the SCRDR tree in Fig. 1, given a case

“က” /g@/ “စ ” /zá/ “ကင ” /gẃIð/ where “ က” /g@/
is a first Burmese word and IPA symbol pair. The case
satisfies the condition of the rule (0). As the case does not
meet the condition in rule (1), it will be changed to rule
(2) using if-not link. As the case satisfies rule (2), then it
is continued to rule (3) using except link. It also satisfies
rule (3). Therefore, the next tag of the current Burmese
word is “zá”. The second Burmese word is “ စ ” /zá/
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TABLE VII: Examples of Grapheme-to-IPA Pairs in
myG2P (version 1.1 and 2.0)

myG2P Myanmar myG2P
(version 1.1) Word (version 2.0)
hpjí sei hpjí sei ဖစ စ ဖစ စ phjIP sè phjIP sè

ga- za: gwé က စ ကက g@ zá gwEP

khí shei. bjei: ခတ ရ ပ khIP Se
˜

bjé

ga. ga. na. na. ဂ ဃ နဏ ga
˜

ga
˜

na
˜

na
˜ga- na nou. hsun: ဃ န  ဆမ g@ nà no

˜
shÚð

and then it is continued to rule (4) using except link. It
does not satisfy the condition of the rule (4) again and it
will be changed to rule (5) using if-not link. Here, the case
satisfies the rule (5). Therefore, the next tag of the current
Burmese word is “gẃIð”.

The case in SCRDR is evaluated by passing a case to
the root node (Rule 0) in Fig. 1. Rule (1) is the exception
rule of the default node (Rule 0). Rule (2) is the if-not
child node of the Rule (1) and an exception link of the
Rule (0). And then, Rule (6) and (7) are exception rules
of Rule (1) etc. [17].

Fig. 1: An example binary tree of Single Classification
Ripple Down rules

B. Hidden Markov model (HMM)
HMM may be a probabilistic system designed to model

a sequence as a result of a markovian process that can’t
be observed. The sequence is generated by two stochastic
processes: the transition between states and the emission
of a letter from each state [18]. It computes a joint
probability distribution over possible sequences of labels
and chooses the best label sequence [19], [20]. The model
describes the joint state and observation sequence as in
(1).

p(y1, ..., yn, x1, ..., xn)

= p(y1)(p(x1|y1)
n∏

i=2

p(yi|yi−1)p(xi|yi)
(1)

Figure 2 shows the state sequence variables Y1, Y2, ..., Yn

is not observed (i.e. hidden) and the X1, X2, ..., Xn are
observable variables (i.e. output) of the Markov chain.
Horizontal and vertical arrows indicate transition prob-
ability and emission probability.

Fig. 2: An example of graphical representation of Hidden
Markov Model

C. Conditional Random Field (CRF)
The Conditional Random Field (CRF) is a probabilistic

model that directly models the posterior distribution of a
label sequence conditioned on the observed data presented
to it. CRF is similar to HMM, but CRF models do not
make any assumptions about the independence or inter-
dependence of the data being modeled. It uses attributes
of the observed data to constrain the probabilities of the
various labels that the observed data can receive.

The CRF defines a posterior probability P (y|x) of a
label sequence “y” for a given input sequence “x”. The
input sequence “x” corresponds to a series of syllable unit
of Burmese text data, while the label sequence “y” is
the series of IPA labels assigned to that observed syllable
sequence. Each syllable in “x” is assigned exactly one IPA
label in “y”. The distribution of the IPA label sequence
“y” given the observation sequence “x” will have the form
in (2).

P (Y |X) =
1

Z(x)
exp(

T∑
t=1

|λ|∑
k=1

λkfk(yt, yt−1, xt)) (2)

In this equation, “t” ranges over the syllable indices of
the observed data and Z(x) is a normalizing constant over
all possible label sequences of “y” computed as in (3).

Z(x) =
∑
y

exp(
T∑

t=1

|λ|∑
k=1

λkfk(yt−1, yt, xt)) (3)

The CRF is thus described by a set of feature functions
(fk), defined on graph cliques, with associated weights (k)
[21]. The example graphical representation is shown in Fig.
3.
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Fig. 3: An example of graphical representation of
Conditional Random Field

D. Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation (PB-
SMT)

A PBSMT translation model is based on joint phrasal
units analogous to graphones. A length model, a language
model on the target side and an re-ordering model are the
components of a phrase-based translation system but the
later model is not used for monotonic transduction such
as G2IPA conversion. The models are integrated within a
log-linear framework.

The phrase translation model based on the noisy chan-
nel model to find the best translation (ebest) that maxi-
mizes the translation probability P (e|f) given the source
sentences; mathematically. For example, the source lan-
guage is French and the target language is English. The
translation of a French sentence into an English sentence
is modeled as (4) [22].

ebest = argmaxeP (e|f) (4)

Applying the Bayes’ rule, we can factorized the P (e|f)
into three parts as (5).

P (e|f) = P (e)

P (f)
P (f |e) (5)

The final mathematical formulation of phrase-based
model is as (6).

argmaxeP (e|f) = argmaxeP (f |e)P (e) (6)

E. Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM)
Encoder-Decoder

The bi-directional recurrent neural network was pro-
posed in [23]. In this architecture, one RNN processes the
input from left-to-right, while another RNN processes it
from right-to-left. The outputs of the two sub-networks are
then combined. The idea has been used for speech recog-
nition [23] and more recently for language understanding
[24]. Bi-directional LSTMs have been applied to speech

recognition [25] and machine translation [26]. In the bi-
directional model, the phoneme prediction depends on the
whole source-side letter sequence as in (7).

p(ϕT
1 |A, lT1 ) =

T∏
t=1

p(ϕt|ϕt−1
1 lT1 ) (7)

Figure 4 illustrates the example of this model. Focusing
on the second set of inputs, for example, letter lt = “စ ”
is projected to a hidden layer, together with the past
phoneme prediction ϕt−1 = g@. The letter lt = “ စ ” is also
projected to a hidden layer in the network that runs in the
backward direction. The hidden layer activation from the
forward and backward networks is then used as the input
to a final network running in the forward direction. The
output of the topmost recurrent layer is used to predict
the current phoneme ϕt = zá.

Fig. 4: Example of G2IPA Conversion of Myanmar word
in Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory(Bi-LSTM)

VII. Experimental Setup
A. Corpus Statistics
In the experiments, we used 24,803 G2IPA phoneme

pairs. These pairs are developed based on myG2P (version
1.1). We randomized these pairs and split into 22,323 pairs
for training, 2,480 pairs for open test sets for all RDR,
HMM and CRF experiments. In PBSMT and Bi-LSTM
(RNN) approaches, 19,843 pairs (80% of the corpus) were
used for training, 2,480 pairs (10% of the corpus) for
development and the last (10% of the corpus) 2,480 pairs
for testing as shown in Table VIII. In this case, the
combination of training and development (80% + 10% =
90%) used in the Bi-LSTM (RNN) approach equals to the
training corpus of RDR, HMM and CRF approaches.

B. Frameworks used for Building RDR, HMM, CRF,
PBSMT, and Bi-LSTM (RNN) models

We described the frameworks of RDR, HMM, CRF,
PBSMT and Bi-LSTM (RNN) experiments for G2IPA
conversion process.
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TABLE VIII: Corpus Statistics of G2IPA Conversion
Models

Model Data Size
RDR Train = 22,323
HMM Test = 2,480
CRF

PBSMT Train = 19,843
Bi-LSTM Development = 2,480

(RNN) Test = 2,480

1) RDRPOSTagger
RDRPOSTagger (version 1.2.4) is a rule-based Part-
of-Speech and morphological tagging toolkit [27].

2) Trigram HMM
Jitar (version 0.3.3) is a simple part-of-speech tagger,
based on a trigram Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
[28], [29].

3) CRFSuite
We used the CRFSuite tool (version 0.12) [30] for
training and testing G2IPA conversion CRF model.
The main reason was that it can give the excellent
training and testing speed than other CRF toolkits
[31].

4) Moses Decoder
The Moses toolkit [32] is used for training the
PBSMT statistical machine translation system. The
syllable segmented grapheme/IPA symbols (source
language) was aligned with the syllable segmented
IPA symbols/grapheme (target language) using
GIZA++ [33]. The alignment was symmetrized by
grow-diag-final and heuristic [22]. The KenLM [34]
language model was used for training the 5-gram
language model with modified Kneser-Ney discount-
ing [35]. Minimum error rate training (MERT) [36]
was used to tune the decoder parameters and the
decoding was perfromed using the Moses decoder
(version 2.1.1) [32]. We used the default settings of
decoder for PBSMT experiment.

5) Nagisa
We used Nagisa toolkit (version 0.2.7) [37], a python
module for Japanese word segmentation/POS-
tagging, to train Bi-LSTM network architecture for
G2IPA conversion system. This tool based on Dy-
namic Neural Network (DyNet toolkit) to calculate
the neural networks. And, the word segmentation
model uses character- and word-level features [38].
However, in our conversion system, we used the
segmentation unit as syllable and the IPA-tagging
model as IPA tag dictionary information. We used
default settings of Nagisa for Bi-LSTM training such
as the dimensionality of hidden layer is set to 100
and RNN layer size is 1 layer. We trained Bi-LSTM
model for maximum 10 epoches with the initial
learning rate of 0.1 and the dropout rate of 0.3.

C. Evaluation
The performance of our proposed G2IPA conversion

models are measured by accuracy, F1-score and PER.

1) Accuracy
Accuracy is that the most intuitive performance
measure and it’s simply a ratio of correctly predicted
observation to the entire observations. The higher
the accuracy, the better our model [39] and the
accuracy can be calculated by using the following
equation (8) [2].

Accuracy(%) = (
#correct tags

#total tags
) ∗ 100 (8)

2) F1 Score
The F-score or F-measure is a measurement of the
accuracy of the test set. It can be calculated from the
precision and recall of the test set. F1 score is that
the mean of precision and recall. It is calculated as
shown in (9) [40].

F1 = (
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall

Precision+Recall
) (9)

3) Phoneme Error Rate (PER)
For G2IPA phoneme conversion models, the con-
verted outputs were analyzed using Phoneme Error
Rate (PER) [41]. The SCLITE (score speech recogni-
tion system output) program from the NIST scoring
toolkit SCTK (version 2.4.10) [42] was also used to
make the dynamic programming-based alignments
between reference (ref) and hypothesis (hyp) and
calculation of WER. The WER calculation can be
formulated as (10):

WER(%) = (
S +D + I

S +D + C
) = (

S +D + I

N
) ∗ 100

(10)
where S is the number of substitutions, D is the
number of deletions, I is the number of insertions, C
is the number of correct words and N is the number
of words in the reference (N = S +D + C) [41]. In
our case, we trained our G2IPA conversion models
with segmented syllable units and alignment process
was done based on this units. Therefore, PER is
derived from the above calculation at the phoneme
level rather than the word level. The lower the PER,
the better the conversion result is.

VIII. Results and Discussion
In Table IX and X, we reported G2IPA conversion

performance based on the accuracies and F1 scores by
comparing the experimental results of all models with
myG2P (version 2.0) test data. The results shown in
highlighted are the best scores among these five models.

Based on the experimental results, we discovered that
the highest accuracies (98.70 and 97.70) and F1 scores
(0.9869 and 0.9772) were achieved by CRF model for
G2IPA conversion and reverse directions. In RDR and
HMM conversion models, HMM model gave slightly higher
accuracy (average +0.2) and F1 scores (average +0.0027)
in G2IPA conversion than RDR as shown in Table VIII.
For IPA2G conversion, HMM also got the better results
(average +2.2 in accuracy and +0.0229 in F1 scores) as
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described in Table IX than RDR. In PBSMT and Bi-
LSTM (one type of RNN) with 80% training data size
of total corpus, PBSMT gave the stronger results with
(average +3.64 and +5.72 accuracies) and (average +0.035
and +0.0596 F1 scores) than Bi-LSTM for both directions.

TABLE IX: Accuracies and F1 Scores of RDR, HMM,
CRF, PBSMT, and Bi-LSTM (RNN) for G2IPA Conver-
sion

Model Accuracy(%) F1
RDR 84.70 0.8467
HMM 84.90 0.8494
CRF 98.70 0.9869

PBSMT 86.80 0.8662
Bi-LSTM (RNN) 83.16 0.8312

TABLE X: Accuracies and F1 Scores of RDR, HMM, CRF,
PBSMT, and Bi-LSTM (RNN) for IPA2G Conversion

Model Accuracy(%) F1
RDR 85.70 0.8543
HMM 87.90 0.8772
CRF 97.70 0.9772

PBSMT 88.50 0.8843
Bi-LSTM (RNN) 82.78 0.8247

There are two interesting points in the experimental
results according to the comparison of G2IPA in Table
VIII with IPA2G in Table IX. The first one is that the
gains in accuracies and F1 scores of CRF and Bi-LSTM
G2IPA conversion models decreased (average -1.0 and -
0.38 in accuracy and average -0.0097 and -0.0065 in F1
scores) in the reverse conversion models. However, the
accuracies and F1 scores of PBSMT, RDR and HMM con-
version models in IPA2G conversion are higher (average
+1.70, +1.0 and +3.0 in accuracy and +0.0181, +0.0076
and +0.0278 in F1 scores) than that of G2IPA ones. The
second one is that PBSMT model got the second highest
results among five models despite of the small amount of
data used to train the conversion model.

From the overall results, CRF model is the best model
for our myG2P (version 2.0) dictionary in both directions
and PBSMT model is the second ones. The RDR, and
HMM models have the comparable results and Bi-LSTM
(RNN) model can be said as the lowest model in both
conversions. This is because Bi-LSTM network architec-
ture requires a lot of training data, and the model training
process should also be tuned to various parameters.

IX. Error Analysis
We analyzed the converted outputs from all G2IPA

conversion models using PER [35] with “SCLITE” com-
mand of SCTK toolkit [36]. The average PER results of
all conversion models with the same test set for both
directions are shown in Table XI.

The PER results show that G2IPA conversion of CRF
and Bi-LSTM models gave the lower PER values than
IPA2G conversion. The other three models achieved the
lower PER values in IPA2G conversion.

TABLE XI: PER Results of G2IPA Conversion Method-
ologies

Model Grapheme-to-IPA IPA-to-Grapheme
PER(%) PER(%)

RDR 15.30 14.30
HMM 15.10 12.10
CRF 1.30 2.30

PBSMT 13.20 11.50
Bi-LSTM (RNN) 16.84 17.22

The following PER calculations show the examples of
some approaches on the converted outputs for G2IPA
conversion with the same type of test set. The first
one is an example PER calculation for CRF model. For
example, the SCLITE program calculates the values of I,
D, C, and S for Myanmar word “ခန စကအ စက”(“Work
hard” in English)compare to a reference IPA symbols as
follows:

Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 4 0 0 0
REF: khÙð zaIP Pá zaIP

HYP: khÙð zaIP Pá zaIP

Eval:

In this case, there are no insertion, deletion and sub-
stitution and all converted outputs are correct. Therefore,
PER value is 0.

The next example is for Bi-LSTM (RNN) model
and there is only one correct symbol and the values of
substitution are 3 (KhÙð ==> TCi

˜
, and two substitutions

of ZAIP ==> KAUP). Thus, its PER value is 75%.

Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 1 3 0 0
REF: KhÙð ZAIP Pá ZAIP

HYP: TCi
˜

KAUP Pá KAUP

Eval: S S S

After we had made the detail analysis of the confusion
pairs for all conversion models, we found that most of the
confusion pairs are occurred by (1) the tone errors (creaky,
high and low tone), (2) consonant errors (also known
as context dependent errors) and the vowel combination
errors. For example, the top 10 confusion pairs of G2IPA
conversion based RDR, HMM, CRF, PBSMT, and BI-
LSTM (RNN) models are shown in Table XII (a), (b),
(c), (d), and (e).

In these sub-tables, the 1st and 2nd columns are the
reference-hypothesis pair and the value of error frequent
(i.e. output of each conversion model) for G2IPA con-
version. In RDR model, most of the confusion pairs are
caused by the unchangeable syllable pronunciation with
neighbouring context (also known as consonant errors), for
example, “də ==> tə” and “paUP ==> baUP”. In HMM
model, there are also consonant errors such as “də ==>
tə” and “paUP ==> baUP”. There is another type of error
such as “jè ==> jì”. This is called the vowel combination
error and caused by the pronunciation nature of Myanmar
people.
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TABLE XII: Top Ten Confusion Pairs of G2IPA Conversion Methodologies
(a) RDR

Ref ==> Hyp Freq
d@ ==> t@ 14

paUP ==> baUP 14
g@ ==> k@ 13
ká ==> gá 10
s@ ==> z@ 10

tĆi ==> dý́i 10
gà ==> kà 9

zaP ==> saP 9
z̀Ið ==> s̀Ið 9
b@ ==> p@ 8

(b) HMM
Ref ==> Hyp Freq
paUP ==> baUP 13

zà ==> sà 11
d@ ==> t@ 10
jè ==> j̀i 8

g@ ==> k@ 7
t@ ==> d@ 7

zaP ==> saP 7
dýa

˜
==> tCa

˜
6

g@ ==> gá 6
ká ==> gá 6

(c) CRF
Ref ==> Hyp Freq

wú ==> wó 2
ba ==> p@ 1
bji

˜
==> bE

˜
1

bjÒ ==> dwè 1
da ==> tàð 1

dáIð ==> dáIð 1
do

˜
Uð ==> thÉ 1

dwé ==> Twé 1
d@ôà ==> shó 1
d@ô@ ==> N@ 1

(d) PBSMT
Ref ==> Hyp Freq
paUP ==> baUP 13

d@ ==> t@ 11
zaP ==> saP 8

jè ==> j̀i 7
tĆi ==> dý́i 7

gáð ==> kháð 6
g@ ==> gá 6
g@ ==> k@ 6
ká ==> gá 6

gàð ==> khàð 5

(e) Bi-LSTM (RNN)
Ref ==> Hyp Freq

d@ ==> t@ 13
g@ ==> k@ 10
t@ ==> d@ 10
bà ==> pà 7

gàð ==> khàð 7
ja
˜

==> j@ 7
ma

˜
==> m@ 7

sà ==> zà 7
tĆi ==> dý́i 7
źi ==> śi 7

In CRF conversion model, the confusion paris of “wú
==> wó” and “d@ô@ ==> N@” are caused by the consonant
errors and that of “bji

˜
==> bE

˜
” and “dwé ==> Twé”

are due to vowel combination errors. In PBSMT model,
the most common confusion pairs are occurred by the
consonant error, for example, “paUP ==> baUP”, “də
==> tə” and so on. Some pairs are also due to the
pronunciation nature of Myanmar people such as “jè ==>
jì”.

In Bi-LSTM (RNN) model, most of the confusion pairs
are happened by the consonant errors, for example, “də
==> tə”, “zí ==> sí”. Other confusion pairs of “ja̰ ==>
jə” and “ma̰ ==> mə” are caused by tone errors (creaky
tone and tone in minor syllable).

X. Conclusion
In this paper, the results of G2IPA and the re-

verse directions are presented by applying RDR, HMM,
CRF, PBSMT, and Bi-LSTM (RNN) approaches, re-
spectively. For the data, we manually labeled IPA sym-
bols for all Burmese words of myG2P dictionary and
used them for all conversion experiments. This dictio-
nary contains over 24K G2IPA phoneme pairs and re-
leased as myG2P (version 2.0) for Burmese ASR and
TTS R&D developments (https://github.com/ye-kyaw-
thu/myG2P/tree/master/ver2). From the overall experi-
mental results, CRF model achieved the highest accuracy,
F1 scores, and the lowest PER values for both conversions.
The PBSMT model got the second highest results. The
RDR and HMM models had the comparable results and
Bi-LSTM model gained the lowest scores in both direc-
tions. The calculation of PER values and some confusion
pairs are also explained in details and the most common
pairs are caused by consonant and vowel combination

errors. In the near future, we plan to check and modify our
G2IPA phoneme pairs by adding the new words from other
domains to solve the confusion pairs and types of errors.
We will apply myG2P (version 2.0) dictionary in Burmese
ASR and TTS research works to prove that this dictionary
can be very helpful in these areas. We will also extend our
experiments with other sequence learning approaches such
as Neural Conditional Random Field (NCRF).
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